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optimally. This includes

profile areas had been alleged

occasional adjustrnent of the

to have exacerbated the

policy variables, and the

deteriorating quality of assets
in the banking system. The
argument for this preferencc is
that banks depmits are laryely
short tenured and therefore
expedient that the funds be

prudential measures aim at
theplayingfieldfor
the banks. Despites these

Introftrction

measurrs, howerrer, ithas been

/f\.,"
I
I
I

current observed that while the

in the

deposits rate are low, the

lendin$ rates remain

used for short term

financial system

aretorepositionthe
bankng industry to effe-ctively

unacceptably high. This

reforms

transactions, in order to

with

prmart mismatch ofassets and
Iiabilities. The tendency to
concentrate loans in few higfr
proflle areas had been altqged

its attendant distortions.

to have exacerbated the

Besides the higfr lending rate,

especially, general oorrunerce,

Expectedly, bank-lending

deteriorating quality of assets
in the banking system. The
concem is that any adverse
developments in such sector,
vfrould triger off a contag;ious
effect in which many banks
wouldbe affected. This trend
is particnlarly worrisome as

speculating in the foreign

some key sectors of the

channel play

exchange market as well as

economy are starved of the
much needed investment
flrrds.

play their financial

intermediation role. In Nigpria
however, the underdeveloped
state ofthe capital markel the
dearth of instruments in the

money market, as well as
inadequate inllow of direct
foreigp investrnent, place the
banking system as the best
altemative source of f, rnding
investrnents in the economy.
a

sigpificant role

results in awide interestrate
spread between the lending
rate and the depmits rates

banks exhibit apathy in
lending to the real sector for
productve purposes as they
prefer to lerrd to the short-term
end of the market, which
attracts higfr rate of tumover

in determining the rate of investing in government
expansion or contraction of securities. The argument for
prftate irnrestrnerrts and oueut this preference is thatbanks
grorlyth
deposits are largely short
tenured and therefore
To encourage the banking expedient that the fi,rnds be
industry to play these desirrd
roles effectively, the qulatory

used for short term

authorities mntinue to provide
the required policies and finefune the banking errvironmerrt
to enable the banks operate

prurentmlsrnatft ofassets and
liabilities. The tendency to
concentrate loans in few higfr

transactions, in order to

The broad objective of this
article is, therefore, to e>ramine

the structure of the nonperforming assets of the
bankingrystern in Nigeria witfi
the view of ascertaining loan
oncerrhationFurtlreratternpt
wouldbemadeto

in the Research Department, CBN. Thc views expressed in this paper
Central Bank of Nigeria. I wish to acknowledge the assistance ofmy
Atoi, and O. Ben-Obi(Mrs) who generated the data used for this study.
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examine the causes of also the likelihood of
deteriorating assets and borrowers tailing to repay

explore

the'

as agreed i.e risk of default

2.L Definitional
Issues:

complementary options or credit risk. Similarly,
for managing the non- there is the possibility that One of the core objectives
the mechanism processes of the regulatory authority
performing loans.
and controls employed by is the stability of the
Following this banks to carry out its financial system, which
the
introduction as section functions fail to achieve depends on
one, the rest of the paper desired results i. e soundness of the banks
is structured thus: section operational risk. These exemplified by good
two focuses on are a few of the broadly quality assets, high
and
and delined risks face by the profitability
definitional
earnings.
conceptual issues, section banks. To stay in sustainable
three covers the literature business, banks generally Conversely, the stability of
review while section four adopt risk mitigating the system is impaired by
the principle to minimize their poor quality credit
addresses
exposure by facilities which like loans,
methodology and trend of risk
non-performing assets rigorously screenin$ advances, overdrafts,
and the sectoral lending opportunities commercial papers,
contributions. Section available, using unique bankers acceptances, and
five, presents the expertise as well as bills discounted. To check
complementary options continuously monitor and the deterioration of banks
and the concluding obtain repayment (Donli, assets, banks are required
2OO4). This presupposes to review their credit
remarks.
that competency in the portfolio periodically with
2.O Literature Review overall risk analysis, and a view to reco$nizing any
And Definitional Issues: effective monitoring defect in their quality and
mechanism could properly classify them
2.L Litetature Review
minimize the incidence of accordingly.
Banks are unavoidably non- perforrning facilities
Assets are classified as
involved in risk taking bY in the banking system.
either "performing" or
the nature of their
business operations. Many studies have also "non-performing". A
Tlrpes and various forms indicated that be'sides credit facility is adjudged
of risks faced bybanks are individual bank's sPecific performing if payments of
well documented in the endogenous factors, there both principal and
literature (Sundarajan are also some exogenous interest are paid up to
and Balino, 1991; factors such as adverse date in accordance with
Ebhodaghe,l992; and devel,cpments irr the the agreed repayment
Forguson, 2003), For macro-economy, policY terms. On the other hand,
instance, banks face the reversals; lapses in the a credit facility is deemed
risk of not being able to re gulatory / sup ervi s orY non-performing when anY
meet their obligations to framework as well as of the following conditions
depositors to whom theY weak l,:gai/judicial exists: interest or
have issued demandable system, that could principal is due and
claims. This is called precipitate or exacerbate unpaid for 90 days or
more; and interest
tiquidity risk. There is poor quality assets.
55
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payments equal to 90 weaknesses associated inefficiency and has a
days interest or more have with the sub-standard strong
negative
been
capitalized, facilities, there is also an relationship with stability
rescheduled or rolled over
into a new loan.

Within the

indication that full

repayment of the debt is

not certain or that

broad realizable collateral values
classification of non- wouldl be insufficient to
perforrning credit, three cover banks exposure.
sub-categories are The case of lost facilities
recognized, namely; is associated with credit
substandard, doubtful or which the principal and/
lost. A substandard or interest remain
facility is one that displays
a well defined weaknesses
which could affect the
ability of borrowers to
repay, such as inadequate
cash flow to seryice debt

of the system.

outstanding for 360 days

or more and are not
secured by legal title to
leased assets or perfected
realizable collateral in the

course of collection or

3.O Causes of PoorAsset

Quality
Numerous reasons have

been adduced for the
causes of default in credit

resulting to

non-

performing assets. These
among others, includes :

3.1 Macroeconomic
Environment:

obligations, under realization.
Borrowers from the
capitalization
or
banking system are
insufficient working As a result of the integral part of the global
capital, absence of deterioration in the economy, to a large
adequate financial quality of risk assets and extent, the stress in the

information or collateral
documentation, irregular
paSrment of principal and
or interest, and inactive
accounts
where
withdrawals exceed
repayments or where
repayments can hardly
cover interest changes

a rise in the level of non-

economy has a direct

performing loans and impact on
their
advances, banks are operations. The Nigeria

required to

make economy is characterized
adequate financial for the by
decaying
envisaged operational infrastructure, high
losses. The concept of inflation, depreciating
provisioning revolves value of the naira, large
around hedging against fiscal deficits, heavy,
(cBN, 2OO4).
anticipated future credit external and intenral debt
losses by taking burden that have resulted
Doubtful facilities are appropriate precautionary in overall slow growth of
those on which unpaid actions which encourage the economy. The
principal and/or interest banks to reflect their true unfri,endly
remain outstanding for at financial conditions. macroeconornic
least l8O days but less Increasing
non- environment' constrained
than 360 days, and are performing facilities borrowers from :honouring
not secured by legal title implies
increase their obligations to banks.
to leased assets or provisioning, which A case in point is the
perfected realizable results in diminution of borrowers with high
collateral in the process of banks
earnings, import
content
collection or realization. profitability and capital. operations;
the
In respect of doribtful Generally, provisioning is devaluation of the naira
credit, in addition to the an
indication of ensures that foreign
56
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inputs prices shot up but often, time than not, facilities, fictitious
resulting in high cost of such policies have adverse collateralizations. Others
production, which in turn effect on the banking and equally important

precipitated greater system. Participation of factors include insider
domestic capacity some banks in abuse facilities. The
underutil izatiort, thereby agricultural credit, and banks extend credit

reducing the ability of the small and medium
borrowers to repay their enterprises funding for
loans (Ogunleye, 1993).
instance, have resulted in
default in the repayment
Folicy
and
Regutatory
of such loans and
3.2
Enrdrcnment
advances

The macroeconomic

3.3 Poor Corporate

policy of government, Governance and Sharp

facilities to their directors

and management staff
without adhering to their
credit policies. For
instance, the extent of
insider loans to total loans

in selected banks in
liquidation as at the date
of closure ranged from 6O
95.9 per cent.
Furthermore, the ratio of
'non'-performing loatns to
total }oans of this lending
ranged from 86 per cent

which revolve around full Practices
employment, price and
exchaige ratd stability are One of the major
usually in coiflict with the contributors to the high
private sector goal of non-performing facilities
wealth rnaximization. in the bank is absence of to 99.9 per cent (NDIC
Realizing the cardinal role strong
corporate 1993). The circumstances
the and the conditions in
of the banking system in governance in

the attainment
governrnent's
macroeconomic

of banking system. This

which some of

the

implies non-adherence to facilities were granted
standard and best made it extremely difficult
objectives, the monetary practices as stipulated by to recover the loans.
authority intervenes to the authorities and a

regulate the financial weak internal control 3.4 Poor Borrowers
environment in order to procedure. Donli (2OO4) Habtt and Values
minimize distortions in noted that a very
government's policy significant characteristic
objectives. Some of such of mismanagement is in
interventions include the negative attitude and
issuance of minimum behaviour of bank
capital requirement and managers which is
Prudential Guidelines, difficult to reverse by the
cash reserve requirement application of external
ratio, withdrawal of public policies and measures.
sector funds, and, Mismana$ement in
investment in Small and respect of loan and
Medium Enterprises and advances manlfest

Following

the
mismanagement and
insider abuse, is what
might be termed poor
cultural values and
retaliatory measures
undertaken by borrowers

to

punish

the
management and the

corrupt staff of the banks.
Some of the loans facilities
review of other prudential through non-adherence to granted have no
ratios. In implementing standard practices in collaterals and not

the approval of credit; properly documented
government envisaged mismatchinp; of assets owing to the fact that the
improvements of the and liabilities, prevalence rules were compromised
economy in its entirety, of over extension of for a fee. Frivolous

these policies

@
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charges are deducted associated with the assets/Total loans and

upfront before

the project and connive with
disbursements are made the insiders to push their
to the borrower. proposals through. These
Invariably, the amount facilities often are diverted
collected by the borrower for personal use and for
would be far less than the projects that were not
budgeted sum for the specified in the proposal.
project. The borrower will The active connivance of
be unwilling to repay the insider and uncultured
loan even if he has the beneficiaries results in
means to repay. Further bad loans which swells
more, the bank will not the non-performing
have the moral assets of the banks.
justification to seek legal Non-disclosure of vital
redress to recover the information and the
funds. In addition, the inability of the desk officer
legal process is very to obtain superior data
cumbersome and takes a about the project often
longer time for the bank mislead them to make

to obtain justice.

The wrong judgments.
exposure of the banks to
these harsh environments 4. O Methodology

constrained

their

operations and in the bit Data used in this study
to
satisfy their was generated from the
shareholders, they Banking Analysis System
undertake unprofessional (BAS) and banks statutory
practices and risky returns. The period of the
investments which result study covered 1999 to
in poor quality assets.
2OO5. Quarterly data that
was aggregated to
3.5
Undisclosed generate annual data was

advances; and loan

provisioning/ Total loans
and advances for all the
sectors.

The

banks were
segmented into 'ten big'
and'ten small banks'. The
ten big banks command
about 55 percent of the
total assets and deposits
of the industry. This

informed the choice of the

banks since their
activities capture a
significant proportion of
the industry and to
enhance comparison on
performance in terms of
size, and other analysis
such as examination of
impact
of
loan
concentration on quality
of assets. The small banks

were randomly picked
between the eleventh
bank (in terms of size of
deposits) and the eighty
ninth bank.
5.O Trend and Sectoral

Analysis of

used for asset quality Performing Assets
examination. While the 5.1 Trend

Information

Non-

sectoral analysis which
covers ten sectors of the Analyses of loans and
economy was restricted to advances,
nonto them. Some loan recent developments in performing assets, nonProject managers can only
appraised a project base
on information available

beneficiaries with a the first half, 2OO5. performing credit to total
negative borrowing Various ratios computed credit and loan loss
culture contracted loans include; Total non- provisioning
are

with the intention of not performing assets /Total presented in Tablet. The
repaying from the loans and advances; presentation showed that
inception. They usually substandard loans /Total Loans and advances

withhold vital information
in respect of the potential

returns

and

loans and

advances;

doubtful loans /Total

increased from N485
billion in 1999 to N929.O

risks loans and advances; loss billion in 2OO2, and
peaked at N1,346 billion
58
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in 2OO4. The average
growth rate of loans and
advances within the
period was 21.O per cent.

big banks compared with
the ten small banks; also
sectoral performance was
undertaken to examine

cent. The composition of

the non-performing

assets of the big banks
shows that the loss

Similarly, the non- the impact of loan amount and loan
performing credit during concentration on asset provisioning contributed
the reviewed period quality.
9.3 per cent and 1O.8 per

increased from N 1O I (a) Analysis By Size of cent, respectively (Table
billion in 1999 to N187.O Operation.
lAand 1B) These ratios
in 2OO2, and reached a
were much higher in the
high of N3O6.O billion in Analysis of the non- smaller banks, with ttre
2OO4. The average growth performing assets in respective figures at 14.4
rate of non-performing terms of bank size per cent and 18.4 per
credit average 22.5 per indicates that the big cent. The Non-performing
cent implying that non- banks performed better assets were classified into
performing credit than the small banks. substandard, doubtful,
expanded much faster While the total non- loss components. The
than total loan and performing loans for the proportionate share of

advances.

Non-

10

bigbanks stood at23.8

these classes as a fraction

performing credit as a per cent the smaller of total loans and
.
proportion of total loans banks recorded 39.3 per advances
was computed
and advances averaged
as shown in (FigurelA

20.3. this ratio

is
considered to be very high
when compared to a ratio
of between 8

widely

-

1O

per cent

and 1B).
FIIJURE
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and to N223.4 billion in

2OA4. The high loan loss
provision constrained the
optimal operation banks

thereby making the
banking system to be
inefficient and vulnerable
to fluctuations in earnings
and profitability.
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This analysis shows that the big banks are relatively

6.2 Sectoral Analysis of more efficient and enjoy greater customer's

Non-Performing Assets

This section, examines
the performance of the ten

confidence than the small banks. To win customers
and rekindle confidence, the smaller banks engage
in some risky ventures.
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which stood at 9.5 and
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endogenous factors
peculiar to each bank.

Similarly the unclassified
sub-sector (general) also
sustained a higher value
of non-performing assets
(Table 2A and 2B).
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of some of
The findings in this The highlights
section identify loan the efforts taken by the
to address the
concentration as a authorities
problem in Nigerian problem include:
banking system. The (i)

concentration of loan and
advances in few areas by
the banks potent danger;
probably due to high turn
over in these areas that
attracts the banks in total
disregard to any adverse
developments. The
implications of this are
that a shock in this area
would have a bandwagon
effect in the system.

loan applicants before
extending facilities to the
borrower. The banks on
their own part are
expected to render online,

Monetary, Credit, update returns on all

Foreign Trade and
Exchange Policy

Guidelines
Annually, the CBN issues

the monetary policy

loans granted in excess of
Nl.OO million. The aim of

this was to prevent
recycling the same

borrowers in the system,
guidelines incorporating which in the event of any
the prudential guidelines adverse development
for credit classification would cause a chain
and income recognition. reaction and cripple the
With effect from 2OO4/ entire system.

2005 fiscal year, the

medium term framework
Edsting Measures for conduct of monetar5r

(iii) Credit Moderation

Circulars
5.2
in
The development in the
policy
adopted
was
and Complementary recognition of the fact that financial markets and
Options for Resolution
monetary policy impacts performance of the
on the ultimate objectives economy over the year,
In this section, the with
a substantial lag. necessitated the issuance
existing measures Provision
supplementary
of the monetary of
implemented by the programme
has been circulars. A graphic
authorities in order to
regulating, example of such circulars
ensure stability in the effective in
and the among others, include:
system would be monitoring
of credit granting of credits to all
highlighted. Other reviewing
development in the tiers of government and
complementary measures
their agencies, insider system.
aimed at strengthening banking
credits and
the existing policies, (ii) Credit Risk related
guidelines on electronic
would also be proposed.
(a)

Existing Policies and

Measures

The increasing nonperforming assets of the

banking system are a

banking in Nigeria. These
The establishment of circulars had been found
credit risk management to moderate adverse
system (CRMS) by the developments in the
CBN was to provide a system.
central data base in order
to prevent predatorY (iv) Minimum Paid Up
borrowers from wrecking Capital

Management System

threat to the existence of
the banks as they affect
in the banking
the profitability, income havoc
system. The deposit
and the confidence of the
(DMBs) are
public in the banking money banks access the
expected to
system. It is fair that the
system to ascertain the
menace be tackled before
status and other vital
another round of crises in
concerning
the system resurfaced. information
61

Capital provides a
cushion to absorb
abnormal losses not cover

by current earnings

thereby enabling banks to
regain equilibrium and to
return to normal earning

-J tltJ. z
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pattern. One of the furnish the CRMS with
consequences of the huge
non-performing assets is

(a) Debt factoring: This
any facility above Nl.O involves packaging of the

million. Because banks non-perforrning assets of
the erosion of the capital hardly lTret these a bank for sale to
base of the banks. In conditions, they shy away individual companies. It
response to the need for from updating the CRMS is normally private sector
adequate capital, the and also deny themselves driven where the buyer
monetary authorities access to the provisions enforces recovery of the
continued to review the made available to them to loan facilities. The biggest
minimum capital of the enhance assessment of advantage of debt
banks. The most recent borrowers.
factoring is that it
re-capitaltzation policy of
provides a large and quick
N25 billion for banks is an (vi)
Contingency boost to cash flow which
attempt to shore up the Planning for Systemie is valuable to banks that
bank capital base and Distress
have liquidity problem. It

enhance

public To prevent systemic also reduces the time
distress in the banking spent on credit recovery

confidence in the banking

industry.

(v)

Bank

system, the contingency

planning framework,

Credit which provides detailed
Expansion Provisions
policy actions and trigger
To encourage banks to points necessary to curtail
adhere to regulatory crises, was put in place in
guidelines and exercise 2OO3. The effective
caution in granting new implementation of the
credit facilities, the CBN policy is expected to bring
stipulates conditions for about greater supenrisory
banks to meet before surveillance on the

as some customers may
respect debt factors and
pay more quickly.

(b) Loan Acquisition
Companies: This is an
arl:angement in which a

group of institutional

investors acquire the nonperforming assets of a

bank. Such acquisitions

undertaking credit banking system with may be by way of sale with
erqransion. These include: attendant
quick recourse or without

Specified cash reserve resolution of any banking recourse. In respect of
requirement, Specified related problem.
sale with recourse, the
liquidity ratio, prudential
banks' balance sheet
guidelines, minimum (b)Complementary reflects the quantumstill
of
capital requirement, Measures
non-performing assets
capital adequacy ratio; Given the bxisting non- offered for sale while in the

and, sound management.
In addition, the BOFIActs

performing

assets case of without recourse,

resolution policies, the the balance sheet value of
limits the amount of scourge of the problem the credit is reduced by
credits to a single remains unabated in the the amount of the
customer and requires system. There is therefore delinquent credit sold
insiders to declare their the need to re-enforce the whether or not recovery by
interests in credits.
existing measures for the buyer is effected.
greater effectiveness. The

Banks are required to measures and options (c) Asset Mauagement

meet set conditions before

extending new credit
facilities, and also to

proposed include:

Cotnpany: This is

company that
established for the

a

is
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purpose of acquiring the
non-performing assets of
banks with a view to
freeing such banks from
the burden of provisioning

European union member smaller banks in
states (except Denmark), extension of credit
the USA, Japan, and other facilities. The bane of the
countries have similar small banks could be due
to lack of competitive edge
scheme.

situation where the AMC
inject fresh funds with the
bank in order to alleviate

the banks liquidity

and expertise in credit
These complementary administration. This
options are capable of pushes them into
reducing non-performing extending risky loans in
assets of the banking order to remain relevant.

problems.

system, bring fresh cash

requirements. This is a

The persistent

and

flows to improve the increasing trend of non(d) Loan Guarantee liquidity position of the performing assets is
Scheme: A type of banks, and also reduce suggestive that the
insurance against default the time spent on chasing existing measures are not
provided by a credit loan recoveries.
robust enough to curtail
guarantee association or
the menace of non(6.O)
other associations enables
Summary and performing assets. To this
'sound' borrowers who Conclusion
end, complementary
measures should be
lack collateral security or
unable to obtain loans for An attempt has been considered for in the
other reasons to obtain made in this paper to management of noncredit they require examine the causes and performing loans for
through banks in the structure of non- increased stability of the
normal way. It is an performing assets and banking system.
approach to promote the explores complementary
establishment and options for resolving the

development

of small issue in the banking

businesses usually

system. The results of the

anchored by the public findings show that the
sector. The government level of non-performing
agrees to under write 70 assets is unacceptably
percent of approved loans high. It averaged 23
made to such firms in percent, implying that for

exchange for 2.Spercent every N100.O credit
annual prernium on this extended, N23.O is bad. It
portion, and on condition has also been established

that

the

lending

that there is loan

institution underwrites concentration in the

the balance of 30 percent. system, which means that
This scheme is a modified if there is any adverse
version of the agricultural development in that
credit guarantee scheme particular sub-sector,
already existing in Nigeria, there could be a systemic
the only difference is the effect in which many
annual subscription banks would be affected.
imposed on the The lO big banks were

beneficiaries.

All more efficient than the

l/June 2005
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TABLE 2: NON-PERFORMING A"SSETS OF BAITIKS FIRST 9UARTER,

2005

Table 2.t. THE TEN BIG BANKS

Proportion

o/o

of

Total Loans

of I\IPLs

NPLs to

& Adv.

Non-PerforminE Loans

(N'OOO)

TLs&Adv

(N'OOO)

VoI. 2, No. 3.

Substandard Amount

r0,3r9,3r

1

t.7

6ro,268,569

Forguson, R.W. (2003)
Based II: "A case study in

Doubtful Amount

12,520,270

2.r

Loss Amount

56,642,508

9.3

[.oss Provision

65,927,668

10.8

Nigerian Experience

NDIC Qauarterly

"Risk Management" Risk

Management

TOTAL NON-PERFORMING

Workshop for Regulation, I'AI{S

(NPI,S)

Washington D.C

Helfer, R.T. (1998), Banking
System Stability: The Role of
Deposit Insurance, What It
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Brooklyn Institution,
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Sundarajan, V. and
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.T.
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Issues, International
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L45,409,757 23.4

Source: Same as in Table I

TABLE 28 TIIE SMATL BANKS

Proportion
of NPL6

o/o

of.

Total

L,oans

NPIs to

Non-PerforminE loans

(N'000)

& Adv.
TIs&Adv (N'000)

Substandard Amount

4,235,396

.J.J

DoubtfulAmount

4,152,563

3.2

Loss Amount

18,710,51r

14.4

Loss Provision

23,882,390

r8,4

TOTAT NON-PERFORMING

50,990,960 39.3

Washington D.C.

Source: Same as Table I
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TABLE 3: Sectoral Breakdown of Non-Performing
Assets
Table 3A THE BIG
BAI\IKS

Sectors

of
Sectorial
l\IPLs to

(N'OOO)

TNPI"S

AGRICULTURE

4,978,282

o.B

MNING & gUARRYING

3,925,703

o.6

MANUFACTURING
RE,AL ESTATE &
CONSTRUCTION

15,632,634

2.6

tl,447,8t3

1.9

759,263

o.1

27,482,681

4.5

27,486,024

4.5

FINAI\ICE & INSURANCE

1.853.739

o.3

GEI\IERAL

47,680,r87

7.4

CTOvERI\IMENT

4,163,431

o.7

TOTAL

,L45,4O9,757 23.4

Proportion
of NPI^s to
SECTOR

PUBLIC UTILITIES
GENERAL COMMERCE
TRANSPORT &
COMMUMCATION

Source: Same as Table

o/o

I

Table: 38 SMALL BANI(.S

Proportlon
of NPAs to
Sectors

o/o of
Sectorlal
NPI,s to

(N'O(X))

TNPLs

AGRICULTUR,E

2,695,798

2.r

MINING & gUARR,YING

r,736,875

r.3

MAI\IL'FACTURING
REAL ESTATE &
CONSTRUCTION

7,340,590

5.7

5,497,t89

4.2

PIJBLIC UTILITIES

3.9r9.94O

3.O

GENERAI. COMMER.CE
TRAITSPOR,T &

10,629.993

4.2

4.287,677

3.3

4.219.OrO

3.3

I ro,650.2a4

4.2

SECTOR

COMMI.,NICATION

I

FINAI\ICE & INSURAIYCE

I

GENERAL

I

13.464

GO\/ERNMENT

5(),94o,46() 39.3

TOTAL

Source: Same as Table

I
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TABLE 4A
NON-PERFORMING ASSETS OF THE TEN BIGGEST BANKS AS AT FIRST gUARTER,

2005
SA/T

DA/T

r{PL

NPL

t AlT
NPL

LPlT

SECTOR

NPL

TOTAL AVERAGE

AGRICULTTIRE

3.9

5.1

3.1

oo
d.o

15.4

3.9

gUARRYING

2.6

6.5

I.9

2.7

t3.7

3.4

MANUFACTURING

6.2

9.0

11.1

I1.5

37.8

9.5

CONSTRUCTION

8.5

4.2

8.3

8.1

29.1

/.J

PUBLIC UTILITIES
GENERAL
COMMERCE
TRANSPORT &
COMMUMCATION

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

2.2

0.5

Lt.2

18.9

19.5

19.6

69.

I

t7.3

5.2

4.4

22.8

20.4

52.8

t3.2

INSURANCE

1.0

1.0

1.3

r.3

4.7

GENERAL

55.6

42.0

29.6

30.2

r57.5

GOVERITMENT

5.2

8.3

t.7

2.5

t7.6

TOTAL

100.0

100.0

r00.0

100.0

400.0

MIMNG &

REALESTATE &

FTNANCE &

of l\lPls across
Sectors to TNPLs

r.2
39.4
4.4
100.0

o/o

7.r

8.6

39.0

45.3

I00.0

Source: Same as Table I
TABLE 48
NON.PERFORIIIING ASSRTS OF THE TEN SMALLER BANKS AS AT FIRST
CUJil(Tl,K 2005

sA/T

DA/T

LAlr

LPIT

SEC"TOR

NPL

NPL

NPL

NPL

AVERA
TOTAL GE

AGRICI]LTI'RE
MIMNG &

6.7

6.8

5.1

4.9
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5.9

gUARRYING

7.3

7.5

2.3

2.9

r9.9

5.0

MANUFACTURING

19.4

t3.7

13.6

14.3

60.9

r5.2

CONSTRUC.TION

4.7

1.6

10.6

r3.6

30.5

7.6

PUBLIC UTILITIES
GENERAL
COMMERCE
TRANSPORT &
COMMTNIICATIOIY

7.8

8.5

9.6

6.0

31.9

8.0

23.9

31.0

19.6

I9.6

94.0

23.5

t2.8

12.T

7.9

7.4

40.2

10.1

7.1

9.7

7.4

9.0

33.

l

8.3

10.4

9.2

23.9

22.4

65.9

r6.5

0.0

0.0

REALESTATE &

FINAI{CE &
INSURANCE
GEI\[ERAL
GOVERNMENT

TOTAL
o/o of IIPLs across

Sectors to TNPLs

Source: Same as Table

1

100

100

100

100

400

8.3

8.1
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I00.0

0.0

t00

